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Abstract. Obtaining equations for double waves in the case of a general quasilinear system of partial differential
equations poses some difficulties. They are connected with the complexity and awkwardness of the study of
overdetermined systems, describing solutions of this class. However, there are general statements about double
waves of autonomous quasilinear systems of equations. This article is devoted to the classification of irreducible
double waves of autonomous nonhomogeneous systems.
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1. Introduction
A solution ui D ui.x1; x2; : : : ; xn/ .i D 1; 2; : : : ; m/, of the autonomous quasilinear system
of equations
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is called a multiple wave of rank r if a rank of the Jacobi matrix @.u1; u2; : : : ; um/=@.x1; x2;
: : : ; xn/ is equal to r in a domain G of the independent variables x1; x2; : : : ; xn. Here A are
rectangular N m matrices with elements aij .u/ and f D .f1.u/; : : : ; fN.u//.
Depending on the value of r, a multiple wave is called a simple .r D 1/, double .r D 2/
or triple .r D 3/ wave. The value r D 0 corresponds to uniform flow with constant ui ,
.i D 1; 2; : : : ; m/, and r D n corresponds to the general case of nondegenerate solutions.
Multiple waves of all ranks compose a class of degenerate hodograph solutions.
The singularity of the Jacobi matrix means that the functions ui.x/ .i D 1; 2; : : : ; m/ are
functionally dependent (hodograph is degenerate), withm−r number of functional constraints
ui D 8i.1; 2; : : : ; r/; .i D 1; 2; : : : ; m/: (2)
The variables 1.x/; 2.x/; : : : ; r.x/ are called parameters of the wave. The solutions with
a degenerate hodograph are a generalization of travelling waves: the wave parameters of the
travelling waves are linear forms of independent variables. To find the r-multiple wave, it
is necessary to substitute the representation (2) into system (1). We get an overdetermined
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